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my fitness
tri-out for
sports day

fitness trials measuring strengths and weaknesses

Preparing for next month’s Triathlon World
Championships, Helen Croydon put her
heart through its paces at a sports lab

DNAFit.com
A simple mouth
swab test sent by
post, it scans 45
gene variants with a
scientifically proven
link to the body’s
capacity to respond
to food and exercise. A
report will tell you things
such as how your body responds to
carbohydrate and saturated fat, lactose
and gluten intolerance, salt and caffeine
sensitivity, and your resilience to injury.

From £99 for a home kit, dnafit.com

CuroSeven
A quick blood test
from a lab in london
or manchester, or
via your Gp, gives
you a result of
everything from
liver, kidney and bone
health to hormone
levels, adrenal function,
multiple vitamin and mineral values,
and omega fatty acid levels. Top-tier
tests also warn of potential health
problems before they arise.

From £299, curoseven.com

TeamGB.com/
sport-profiler
An online tool
launched this
month to mark
the one-year
countdown to
the Rio olympics.
Answer some simple
online questions and you
get to see which olympic sport you’d be
most suited to. i came out as an open-
water swimmer, which is encouraging
since i’m a competitive triathlete.

Free, teamgb.com

Wilier
Performance
Progress
A ‘bAse-line’
fitness test, which
includes blood
pressure, lung
function, Vo2 max,
lactate threshold (the
point before lactic acid
causes you to stop) and body
fat composition. it also identifies
muscular weaknesses, core strength,
grip strength and more.

From £145, nationwide, wilierppl.com

t
hink fancy sports labs are only
for elite athletes? Then think
again. Competitive fitness fans
are increasingly turning to
hi-tech tests to get the edge over

their mates. And, as the saying goes, if you
can’t beat them, join them. So, as a keen
triathlete preparing for the TriathlonWorld
Championships in Chicago next month,
i paid a visit to Dr Garry Palmer at
Sportstest in London (who has seen a 50
per cent increase in recreational athletes
coming in over the past 12 months) to see
if he could make a difference to my PB.

What’s involved?
it’s not for the faint-hearted: i am wired up
to a heart rate monitor and an oxygen mask
and told to run and cycle at various speeds
and intensity, until i reach my maximum
effort and can’t go on any more.

What do they test for?
VO2 max reading: The oxygen mask
determines the rate of oxygen i breathe in,
versus the CO2 i breathe out. As intensity
increases, my body gobbles up more
oxygen. But there comes a point when
i just can’t process the oxygen quick
enough for my body’s needs. That
point is known as VO2 max. The
fitter you are, the higher it will be
and it’s the most accurate
measurement of cardio-vascular
fitness. A ‘good’ VO2 max for a
30-year-old female would be
around 30. An elite athlete can
expect 70. Mine was 60.
Threshold heart rate:As you
approach your VO2 max,
your body starts to work
anaerobically (you’ll
know because you
won’t be able to talk

any more!). it’s the next step up from
aerobic exercise and means you’re not able
to supply all of your energy needs from
oxygen in your tissues.Your heart rate at
this point is known as threshold heart rate,
the point when your body starts to produce
lactic acid (the stuff that makes your legs
burn and everything hurt). By training at
exactly your threshold heart rate you build
your tolerance to lactic acid, allowing you
to exercise at higher intensity for longer.

What does thismean
formy triathlon?
From the tests above, Dr Palmer establishes
my four ‘heart-rate zones’. Training in
each zone has a different effect on your
body. if you are training for a marathon, for
example, you’ll need to work in the lower
zones to increase endurance. if you’re
trying to increase speed for shorter bursts
such as a 5k or for field sports, then you’ll
need to work in the higher zones. Many
sports watches will estimate your heart rate
zones, but they can only be accurately
established with a lab tests like this one.

Verdict
i’m good at endurance (exercising at a

lower heart rate for a long time),
but i need to work on my speed
(high heart rate for a shorter
time). Gary advises i do more
interval training, such as ten
sets of five-minute bursts with
my heart rate sitting between
170 and 180 bpm. Ouch!

A full test starts at £175
from sportstest.co.uk.
Available in London,

Milton Keynes,
Birmingham
and Stafford
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